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Chapter 2811: Three God Relics (1) 

Huang Zixiao wasn’t as optimistic as she was. 

After all, this was his first time meeting a god grade genius. So he had no intuitive grasp of their power. 

Frowning, he said, “Luckily the tenth stage tribulation cloud’s gathering time takes much longer than 

ordinary tribulation clouds. We must catch hold of time quickly to get you prepared. First of all, let me 

pass the third stage refinement reward to you.” 

“Yay, there’s a reward!” Huang Yueli’s heart jumped with joy! 

She had already forgotten about the reward because the number of benefits that she had got from the 

<<Mystic Nine Skies Phoenix Painting>> was already a handful! 

She originally thought that comprehending the conceptions in the drawing was the reward itself. So she 

did not expect there to be any other rewards. 

Huang Yueli excitedly urged, “Reward! What reward is it? The last time I came to the inheritance tower, 

the reward for passing the second stage was to soak in the Phoenix Blood Pool and that upgraded my 

ability by a lot. Now that I’ve passed the third stage which is much more difficult than the previous, 

surely the reward would be much better right?” 

Saying that her eyes opened wide as she looked at Huang Zixiao in anticipation. 

He went into a blank on seeing her expression. It looked so pure and innocent and when it was paired 

with her gorgeous looks, he totally couldn’t tell that she was a peerless genius with such abnormal 

innate talent! 

But after her words sunk in, Huang Zixiao’s lips couldn’t help but twitch. 

The last time Huang Yueli soaked in the Phoenix Blood Pool, the phoenix blood had reduced by a great 

deal for no particular reason! 

Originally, after so many thousands of years, the inheritance tower’s phoenix blood had diminished by 

less than 10%. However, after she soaked in it, it reduced by 30%! 

Back then, Huang Zixiao couldn’t understand the reason for it. Now that he got reminded of this 

incident, could it be that god grade geniuses’ physique was too valiant, hence they needed to consume 

so much phoenix blood to transform their bodies? 

“This… speaking of phoenix blood…” 

Hearing him hesitating with a pained expression if he should broach on this topic or not, Huang Yueli 

suddenly recalled that she had previously used the Sky Phoenix Ring to steal a large amount of phoenix 

blood and her heart thumped hard! 

She almost forgot about the misdeed that she had committed. Why did she even bring this up? 



Luckily, Huang Zixiao had not anticipated that she would have such a special tiered God Relic like the Sky 

Phoenix Ring on her, and he did not examine the items that she had. Therefore he totally was not aware 

that he had been duped by this young lass. 

He paused and said, “Although phoenix blood has an exceptional effect to change a practitioner’s 

physique, you’ve already soaked in it once so the effect isn’t that obvious. Moreover, there’s not enough 

time so I’d better give you some other rewards which is much better than phoenix blood!” 

Huang Yueli was already sick of soaking in phoenix blood so she hastily nodded and said, “Yes, I also 

think so too!” 

Huang Zixiao nodded his head and lifted his right hand, waving it lightly in the air. 

The next moment, three different Profound Armaments which were individually enveloped in a hazy 

glow of light appeared in mid-air. 

Huang Yueli instantly turned her head to take a look. 

Following that, her ace revealed an unconcealable gasp of surprise! 

Three Profound Armaments appeared in front of her. The first was an exceptionally sharp dagger, the 

second was a delicate light armor and the last item was a lush green jade bracelet. 

These three Profound Armaments were different, but they shared something in common. All of it was 

subtle but the power of the cold light contained in it slowly emitted from the inside.. 
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Huang Yueli was an expert in the research of Profound Armaments so she could tell from one glance 

that these three Profound Armaments were all exceptional treasures! 

Even though based on her current armament refining standard, she might not be able to see through 

the depth and true power of these three Profound Armaments. 

But thinking of how powerful the Sacred Phoenix Race was, it was an epiphany for Huang Yueli. 

“These three items… could it be the legendary God Relics?” 

Huang Zixiao’s lips curled into a smile and he said, “God Relic? According to Soaring Heavens Continent’s 

Profound Armament tier standard, these high tiered Profound Armaments from God Realm can indeed 

be termed as “God Relic”. But in God Realm, these god relics are segregated into different tiers!” 

This piqued Huang Yueli’s curiosity greatly. The Armament Master immediately asked, “May I ask Senior 

Huang, how are the God Relic’s tiers segregated?” 

Huang Zixiao didn’t keep her in suspense and immediately gave a brief explanation. “First to ninth tiered 

Profound Armaments in the Lower Realm is also called Profound Armaments in God Realm. The higher 

tiered ones, those in-between ordinary Profound Armaments and God Relic are termed as Half-god 

relics in the Lower Realm. But in God Realm, we call them Supreme Profound Armaments.” 



Huang Yueli blinked and recalled the Amethyst Light Sword which she gave Li Moying previously. 

They had always assumed that the sword was a half-god relic. In the end, it was even destroyed when Li 

Moying was trying to cross the heavenly tribulation. She did not expect it to only be termed as Supreme 

Profound Armaments in God Realm. 

Supreme Profound Armament and God Relic sounded almost the same, but the existence of it was the 

difference between a Profound Armament and God Relic. For an expert like Huang Yueli, she could 

acutely tell the difference between these two items. 

Half-god relic meant that this treasure was already very close to God Relic. It was only short of a little 

more work. But the name Supreme Profound Armament meant that it was essentially still a Profound 

Armament. The gap between it to becoming a God Relic was a few thousand miles away! 

Having thought through this point, Huang Yueli grew even more curious. 

Don’t assume that she was already the Number One Armament Master in Soaring Heavens Continent 

and that was already an incredible feat. If one were to ask her to refine a Supreme Profound Armament 

like the Amethyst Light Sword, she didn’t have the confidence to refine it at all! 

That even higher tiered, genuine God Relic was naturally an existence that she couldn’t hope to attain. 

“Looks like God Realm doesn’t only have higher intensity Heaven and Earth Profound Qi. The other skills 

are something that the Lower Realm cannot compare with…” 

She sighed and looked forward to heading to God Realm to pick up this knowledge; the method of 

refining a genuine God Relic! It would definitely be a beautiful and mysterious art! 

Huang Zixiao gave a soft harrumph. “That’s of course. All the genuine geniuses from the Lower Realm 

have all gathered in God Realm. Moreover, there are several hundred thousand years of inheritances. 

No matter in which aspect, they could deal with the Lower Realm with an instant kill!” 

“Now, let’s talk about this God Relic. Above the Supreme Profound Armaments are the God Relics. The 

lowest tier is called the Spirit Armament. Those disciples in God Realm’s large clans would be able to 

collect their own Spirit Armament once they advance to the tenth stage realm. A slightly higher tier than 

that would be Treasure Armament. A Treasure Armament is extremely expensive, and ordinary 

practitioners totally cannot afford to use it. Even some Heart Profound Realm practitioners might not be 

able to afford it! As for those Armament Masters who could refine Treasure Armaments are known as 

Heavenly Treasure Armament Grandmasters, and their statuses are extremely noble. However, these 

are not the most incredible ones…” 

Huang Zixiao paused when he said to this point. 

Huang Yueli was totally absorbed in this conversation.. On seeing that he had stopped, she immediately 

urged, “What else? What else is there? What’s more incredible than God Relics?” 
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Huang Zixiao originally wanted to hold her in suspense, but seeing that her tribulation clouds were 

already congealing, he could only abandon this idea because there was not much time left. 

He explained, “The most incredible God Relic is also called Holy Armament. Holy Armaments are true 

God Relics which could communicate with spirits. Those armaments are practically indestructible and 

immortal! Holy Armaments aren’t just refined based on the Armament Master’s skills. Only Life 

Profound Realm top exponents can refine it successfully using their inherent fated blood essence! Each 

Life Profound Realm practitioner would at most refine one piece in their entire lifetime. Moreover, with 

the birth of each Holy Armament, it will cause a bloody storm in the entire God Realm…” 

Huang Zixiao seemed to have thought about something and a complicated look appeared on his face. 

But he quickly regained his senses and swiftly said, “Anyway, Holy Armaments are very far away from 

everyone so stop thinking about this first. Let’s talk about Spirit and Treasure Armaments, those are also 

split up into five grades. Taking Spirit Armament as an example, it is split up into standard grade Spirit 

Armament, low grade Spirit Armament, mid grade Spirit Armament, high grade Spirit Armament, and 

supreme grade Spirit Armament! It’s the same for Treasure Armaments! The difficulty of refining various 

God Relic increases with the different grades. You can slowly find out once you reach God Realm.” 

Huang Yueli nodded her head obediently to express that she understood what he said. 

Huang Zixiao pointed to the three God Relics which were floating in mid-air again. 

“These three items are all high grade Spirit Armaments which had been refined by experienced 

Armament Masters in God Realm. Each piece is a tenth stage realm practitioner’s dream weapon! You 

can pick one from the three!” 

Huang Yueli was originally very excited but she immediately became disappointed when she heard what 

he said. 

“What? These are merely high grade Spirit Armaments? Moreover, I can only pick one?” She couldn’t 

help but shout in surprise. 

Hearing him exaggerate about this, she assumed that the inheritance tower’s reward would at least be a 

Treasure Armament or something similar… 

Huang Zixiao’s lips twitched. This lass… she’s really could infuriate someone without any qualms! 

Every passing moment talking to her might result in a serious agitation! 

It took him a long time before he managed to suppress his rampant impulse. He said dryly, “The best 

Profund Armament in the inheritance tower is high grade Spirit Armament! In God Realm, only the clan 

Elders’ direct disciples can obtain one! Of course, you’re a god grade genius so there will be a lot of 

resources waiting for you in the clan. So now, you can only make do with this!” 

Saying that he casually introduced the three God Relics. 

“The first item is the Lutetium Silver Dagger. It is refined using God Realm’s rare material, silver Lutetium 

ore, and a fire-attributed array is engraved on its surface. It can drastically increase fire attributed 

Profound Skills and attack power!” 



“The second item is the Rainbow Silk Light Armor and is weaved with God Realm’s magical beast’s 

Thousand Rainbow Silk threads. It can increase your defense dramatically. One would be able to last for 

five breaths under the attack of a Dao Profound Realm practitioner!” 

The third piece is the Jadeite Stream Bracelet. This is refined with top quality Cobalt Stream Jade and is 

an extremely rare spatial Spirit Armament! One can plant half hectares of spiritual grass inside the jade 

bracelet!” 

After Huang Zixiao was done with the introductions, he looked at Huang Yueli and said, “Alright, you’d 

better hurry up and choose one of these! Following this, there is another reward.” 

When she heard that there was another reward, she immediately got excited. 

Lifting her head, she looked at the three God Relics enveloped in the flowing lights and very quickly 

made her choice. 

She pointed to the Rainbow Silk Light Armor in the middle and said, “I’ll take that protective vest then!” 
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When Huang Yueli made her choice, she thought Huang Zixiao would immediately pass the Rainbow Silk 

Light Armor to her. 

Whoever knew, she waited for a while but didn’t receive anything. 

Huang Yueli turned around and looked at him curiously, only to find that he had a bitter look and was 

deep in thoughts. “Senior Huang, what’s the matter? Can’t I choose this protective vest?” 

Huang Zixiao hesitated for a moment and asked, “Are you sure you want to pick this Rainbow Silk Light 

Armor?” 

Huang Yueli nodded and said decisively, “I’m sure!” 

He thought for a moment and said, “Originally I shouldn’t be guiding you to make your choice. But 

you’re a rare god grade genius in our clan and letting you pick a high grade Spirit Armament is already an 

unfair treatment. I can’t let you take a disadvantage…” 

Saying that, he pointed to the Jadeite Stream Bracelet on the right and said, “I suggest for you to choose 

this Jadeite Stream Bracelet!” 

Huang Yueli blinked and asked, “…oh? Why?” 

Huang Zixiao said, “You’ve used space Profound Armaments in the past and you should know that in 

spatial Profound Artifacts, you can only store dead animals. It’s impossible to put in livestock, not to 

mention growing medicinal plants. However, the Jadeite Stream Jade is one of the rare items which can 

store livestock and rare treasures! Don’t belittle this Jadeite Stream Bracelet. You can harvest medicinal 

farms in it and the space is an entire half-hectare! In God Realm, even Heart Profound Realm 

practitioners will plunder for this! As for the Rainbow Silk Light Armor that you picked, it is a high quality 

Spirit Armament but it is only a protective vest after all…” 



Huang Zixiao’s meaning was very obvious. The Jadeite Stream Bracelet was a rare treasure that couldn’t 

be found easily. 

Although the three Spirit Armament grades were the same, the degree of rarity was different. 

Huang Yueli looked at him gratefully after she heard his explanation. 

This inheritance tower’s tower spirit Senior had always treated her well. Not only did he help her train 

Little Phoenix, he even told her the key point in selecting Spirit Armaments. 

Alas, she had no interest in that Jadeite Stream Bracelet at all. 

It was merely half a hectare. She would only be able to plant a few stalks of medicinal herbs in such a 

small space. 

Huang Yueli already owned the Sky Phoenix Ring. Ever since she managed to refine it successfully, the 

space inside had broadened by ten times its original size. The end of the field could not be seen in one 

look! 

She had already planted plenty of medicinal herbs inside so towards the other spaces, she wasn’t 

interested in it at all. 

In comparison, Huang Yueli felt that the Rainbow Silk Light Armor was much more practical in use. 

After all, she was about to go through the heavenly tribulation… 

She thought in that way but was still rather alert and did not mention the Sky Phoenix Ring at all. She 

only gave a brief explanation to Huang Zixiao, “Senior Huang, my choice remains the same! I’m going to 

go through the heavenly tribulation shortly and when I reach God Realm, I will meet even more top 

exponents. For safety sake, I think it’s better to pick the protective vest.” 

“You…!” Huang Zixiao stared at her but was speechless. 

He had already said it so clearly but this lass still chose the protective vest! 

No matter how good the protective best was, it was merely used for defense! 

Once her ability was raised, this low grade protective vest would be phased out, unlike the spatial Spirit 

Armament, Jadeite Stream Bracelet which could plant medicinal herbs. It would last forever! 

Young people were indeed short-sighted and always refused to listen to advice! 

“Young lass, you will definitely regret choosing the Rainbow Silk Light Armor in the future!” He tried to 

persuade her once more.. 
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But Huang Yueli’s attitude was very firm. 

He could only listen to her choice. Retrieving the Rainbow Silk Light Armor, he passed it to her. 

She delightfully received it and flipped it around to take a closer look. 



The materials and method of refining Spirit Armaments in God Realm were very different from the 

Lower Realm. Holding this protective vest in her hands, she could feel a burst of abundant Profound Qi. 

It even felt cool to the touch. 

As she was pressed for time, she had no time to securitize it carefully and quickly put it on. 

This clothing looked very soft as though it had no shape at all. But it could automatically adjust its size. 

After she put it on, she felt that it was very sitting and it did not hinder her movements at all. 

Huang Yueli nodded satisfactorily and turned to ask Huang Zixiao. “Senior Huang, earlier you said that 

you have another reward for me? What is it? Quickly bring it out! I already spent a lot of time earlier and 

I feel that my heavenly tribulation is about to descend very soon…” 

Huang Zixiao was speechless as he dissed silently about who was the one wasting time! 

If it wasn’t for this young lass who kept asking about things and also picked a lousy Spirit Armament, he 

might have already finished awarding the reward earlier! 

But Huang Zixiao didn’t spend any time lecturing her. He said, “There are two kinds of reward next.” 

He waved his hand and two balls of light appeared in mid-air. One of them was a book while the other 

was something like a porcelain bottle 

Huang Zixiao first passed the book to her and said, “This is one of Sacred Phoenix Race’s valuable top 

rated Profound Skills <> and it is an extremely powerful attack profound skill. It could instantly double 

up the fire attributed Profound Energy in your body and also invoke astonishing power! If you use it 

properly, you might even be able to instantly kill opponents of similar strength! But this Profound Skill 

can only be cultivated after comprehending fourth stage conception. Those practitioners who take part 

in the refinement basically can’t use it. You’re the only one who can.” 

Huang Yueli’s eyes lit up upon hearing his introduction. She quickly took the <> cultivation manual and 

casually flipped through it. “That’s great! I was just feeling that my attack power isn’t enough. With this 

Profound Skill, it can fill in the gap!” 

Every time she saw Li Moying making his move, that indestructible power made her feel that she was as 

weak as a kitten… 

Now that she had obtained a god grade attack profound skill, she would definitely show off to Li Moying 

when she reached God Realm! 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled up and she suddenly thought of something. “That’s right, Senior Huang, earlier 

there were three choices to pick from the high grade Spirit Armaments but why is there only one 

profound skill book? Could it be that there are no other choices?” 

Huang Yueli lifted his chin and looked down on her, “Originally, there were indeed three books to 

choose from…” 

Huang Yueli asked curiously, “Then where are the other two books?” 

She was very satisfied with this <>, but she wanted to know if the other choices were better. 



Huang Zixiao snorted coldly, “Based on the fact that you have no foresight and no common sense, you 

totally can’t differentiate the value of Spirit Artifacts and cultivation methods, so I made the choice for 

you! That’s in case you pick useless stuff again!” 

“Ughh…” Huang Yueli was dumbstruck as she had nothing to retort. 

He seemed to be despising her again… 
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She could differentiate which Spirit Armament was better, alright? 

But her situation was a little special… 

Huang Yueli couldn’t voice out her difficulties so she could only accept the label that she was a “country 

bumpkin lass with no common sense”. 

Her eyes shifted onto the porcelain bottle in mid-air. 

She hurriedly diverted the topic. “That’s right, Senior Huang, that’s the porcelain bottle too! Is that my 

reward as well?” 

Huang Zixiao lifted his hand and the clear jade-like porcelain bottle landed in his palm. 

This bottle was very small, just half the size of his palm, and the exterior was translucent. However, they 

could not see the item inside. 

Huang Zixiao carefully caressed the bottle and from his expression, he seemed as though he couldn’t 

bear to part with it. 

Earlier when he passed the god grade profound skill manual and high grade Spirit Armament to Huang 

Yueli, he didn’t appear to be so careful. So this piqued her interest. 

The item inside the porcelain bottle was definitely something valuable! 

Huang Yueli asked, “Senior Huang, what’s inside this porcelain bottle? Could it be that… it’s some kind of 

medicinal pill in God Realm that allows the person to comprehend one stage of conceptualization after 

swallowing one pill??” 

Huang Yueli’s eyes widened like full moons as she started to delve into her imagination… 

Ancient God clan’s god pill that was kept away! The medicinal effect of it should be very good, right? 

Huang Zixiao’s lips twitched again as he swept her a glance and said irritably, “Fat hope! Where would 

you find such a miraculous medicinal pill in this world? After you break through to the tenth stage realm, 

it is extremely difficult to even raise your cultivation by a small realm! Taking this pill and you will be 

able to advance, in your dreams!” 

After his mockery, he held the bottle in his hand and eased his tone. “But the item inside this porcelain 

bottle is a rare treasure that can help lift your cultivation! These are ten drops of phoenix inherent fated 

blood essence!” 



“Phoenix’s inherent fated blood essence??” Huang Yueli screamed in shock! 

When he saw her shocked look, his traumatized heart was slightly comforted. 

Finally, there was something in his hand that could shock this senseless young lass… 

“Phoenix’s inherent fated blood essence is different from ordinary phoenix blood. A phoenix is larger 

and it has a lot of blood. The phoenix blood contains a phoenix’s power and energy but there’s still a 

limit to it. However, a phoenix’s inherent fated blood essence is similar to a practitioner’s inherent fated 

blood essence and is very valuable. It contains a huge amount of powerful energy within! Even in God 

Realm, this is an extremely valuable resource. The clan’s heaven grade geniuses often fight over a single 

drop of phoenix blood essence.” 

Saying that he passed the porcelain bottle to Huang Yueli. “There are ten drops inside! From the day 

since the inheritance tower existed, you are the only one who obtained this reward in the past 

thousands of years! You must remember to make use of each drop carefully. If you use it well, just 

based on these phoenix blood essence, it is sufficient for you to advance into Heart Profound Realm!” 

Huang Yueli happily received the porcelain bottle and she felt extremely excited! 

This reward was simply too awesome! 

This was the true-blue rare treasure, something that even mountains of gold could not exchange for! 

Sacred Phoenix Race was indeed an ancient God clan that was capable of accumulating this. 

But she didn’t open it up. Instead, she only took a look and carefully kept it away. 

Now that she was about to ascend, there was no time to refine these phoenix blood essence. Once she 

opened it, who knew how much energy would be lost. So she had to wait for the right moment to open 

it up. 

She still had this little bit of common sense… 
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Huang Zixiao looked as though he was reluctant to part with it. Sighing for a moment, he said, “These 

blood essences were hard to come by. That year, it was only through a coincidence that we managed to 

obtain it. In the past thousands of years, the clan no longer had any fresh phoenix blood essence so one 

drop used is one drop lost.” 

Huang Yueli beamed and said, “Since it’s so valuable, then it should all be used on a god grade genius 

like me, am I right to say that?” 

Looking at her delightful look, Huang Zixiao was speechless. 

She said it with such good logic that he could not retort to it! 

After a moment later, Huang Zixiao thought of something and said, “But phoenix blood essence isn’t the 

best resource in the clan. I heard that the essence of a phoenix’s energy is mostly gathered in the 

phoenix’s blood core!” 



“Phoenix blood core? What’s that?” she asked curiously. 

Huang Zixiao explained, “It’s similar to a magical beast core. The blood core is the core energy within an 

ancient spiritual beast. Ordinary magical beast cores can be used to aid in cultivation and are extremely 

valuable, what more for ancient spiritual beast cores?” 

Huang Yueli said in enlightenment, “I see!” At the same time, she was a little amazed. “Sacred Phoenix 

Race’s god clan’s descendants are still collecting phoenix blood cores?? This… this is too incredible, isn’t 

it?” 

Without Huang Zixiao making any further explanation, she knew how valuable this resource was! 

Don’t think that a phoenix was so big and the blood could fill several phoenix blood pools. But an 

ancient spiritual beast core isn’t any bigger than any ordinary magical beast cores. At most, it was only 

the size of a palm! 

Moreover, ancient spiritual beasts were originally scarce and its character was extremely proud. If it 

wasn’t willing to offer its blood core to Sacred Phoenix Race, even if they were to forcibly hunt 

phoenixes, it would rather self-explode itself before its death than leave its blood core for its enemy… 

Huang Zixiao looked satisfactorily at her astonished look. “Ancient god clan’s accumulation will far 

surpass your imagination! You will find out once you reach God Realm! But the phoenix blood core is 

really too scarce so even if it was the Patriarch, he would not dare to recklessly utilize it. But if it was a 

god grade genius like you… perhaps there might be an exception! By then…” 

Huang Zixiao was afraid that she would still be so senseless to offend others when she reached God 

Realm so he took the opportunity to teach her about some basic knowledge. 

But he was in the middle of his sentence when he suddenly sensed a crisis approaching and trembled! 

Immediately following that, a vigorous tremor was emitted from the top of the inheritance tower! 

The entire tower body shook vigorously and the tiles and rocks on the wall started to fall. 

Huang Yueli stumbled and almost fell. Little Phoenix simply fell flat on the ground as it rolled to the side 

of the wall. 

… 

At this moment in time, those practitioners in South Sky Region and ordinary citizens saw this extremely 

shocking scene! 

The clear blue sky was suddenly covered by a huge, fiery red cloud. 

The color and luster of this cloud were dazzling, like a blazing flame that floated in mid-air. 

Heaven and Earth Profound Qi were attracted by this fire cloud and started to gather around it. 

Fiery red clouds also started to expand. It grew larger and even more beautiful, dissipating energy from 

its cloud layers. Even though it was just a little, but it was so powerful that it made people tremble and 

shake with fear.. They didn’t dare to lift their heads to look straight at it! 
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South Sky Region, Sky Cloud City. 

Various large Sect’s top experts came towards the fire cloud’s direction at the same time! 

Ninth stage realm and above practitioners could sense it. Following the build-up of the fire cloud, the 

Profound Energy in their bodies was also affected as it crashed about rampantly in their meridians! 

As South Sky Region’s largest Sect, Celestial Light Sect had the most number of ninth stage realm 

practitioners. 

At this moment, the Sect’s Elders had all gathered and all of them looked in shock and envy at the 

dazzling fiery red cloud. 

“From the look of that cloud, it seems to be… a tribulation cloud! Could it be that some practitioner in 

our South Sky Region is about to break through to the tenth stage realm and ascend to God Realm?” 

“What joke are you cracking? Although the space barrier in Soaring Heavens Continent has vanished, 

only Blue Profound Sect’s Sovereign Li had ascended to God Realm in the past year! Sky Emperor City 

has so many ninth stage realm peak Sky Chart top exponents but there was no sight of them ascending. 

So how could it possibly be a practitioner from the South Sky Region?” 

“That.. that’s hard to say! Sovereign Li also came from our Celestial Light Sect, isn’t it? Speaking of that, 

he’s considered as a practitioner from Celestial Light Sect!” 

“This… this is true…” 

Celestial Light Sect’s people had long forgotten the reason for Li Moying’s departure from South Sky 

Region. 

Now, Li Moying was Blue Profound Sect’s Sovereign and he even ascended to God Realm. So, Celestial 

Light Sect had been using his name to boast. Sometimes, even those Elders who knew about the truth 

had a misperception that their Celestial Light Sect was that incredible to nurture someone like Li 

Moying. 

Now, the mere mention of Li Moying’s name made the Elders gain confidence. 

“That’s right, who says that South Sky Region doesn’t have any strong practitioners? Perhaps some are 

even more powerful than those top experts on the Sky Chart. But they’re just unwilling to go to Sky 

Emperor City. Instead, they like to stay in South Sky Region?” 

“That’s right, it must be so! Quick, let’s head over and take a look!” 

Many ninth stage realm practitioners also had the same view in mind. 

Not long after, a large number of ninth stage realm practitioners in Sky Cloud City were mobilized and all 

of them hurried to the location where the fire cloud appeared. 



Witnessing a tenth stage realm practitioner pass through a heavenly tribulation wasn’t just for the mere 

sake of taking part in the commotion. 

During the heavenly tribulation, Heaven and Earth principle would descend on the Lower Realm. Tenth 

stage realm practitioner’s Profound Energy would fluctuate and it would cause the ordinary 

practitioners to be impacted. From there, it would help them in grasping even high leveled realm of 

cultivation! 

To ninth stage realm practitioners, this was a good opportunity to cultivate and upgrade themselves. 

… 

Inside the inheritance tower, Huang Yueli wasn’t aware of the large-scale commotion that she had 

drawn in the entire South Sky Region. 

The tower shook for a relatively long period. 

She hastily tried to maintain her balance and at the same time, she knew that her heavenly tribulation 

was about to descend! 

The first stage heavenly tribulation wasn’t very strong. 

When Li Moying was going through the heavenly tribulation, the first stage was nothing to him hence he 

managed to throw it back easily. 

So for her, it naturally didn’t pose any difficulty as well. 

However, she was rather surprised because the first stage heavenly tribulation had already landed, but 

she totally didn’t feel any pressure. At most, she just couldn’t stand firm! 

Of course, this was because she was inside the inheritance tower.. 
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She did not expect this ancient god clan’s early historical remains to be so firm. It could practically block 

off the heavenly tribulation power on the outside. 

With the inheritance tower’s protection, she would definitely have an easier time passing through the 

ten stage heavenly tribulation as compared to Li Moying in the Northern Ice Fields! 

She was just feeling surprised when her eyes suddenly went blurry! 

By the time she came back to her senses, she realized that she was no longer inside the inheritance 

tower. 

“Wh… What’s going on?” Huang Yueli was surprised. 

Immediately following that, she sensed something heavy falling onto her thigh. 

Huang Yueli lowered her head to take a look and discovered that it was Little Wang Cai! Her Little 

Phoenix had already been kicked out of the tower! 



“Senior Huang, Senior Huang, are you alright? This.. what on earth is happening?” Huang Yueli frowned 

and raised her voice to ask. 

Huang Zixiao’s voice was heard from the inheritance tower. “Lass, your heavenly tribulation is here so 

cross it safely. Don’t stay inside the tower any longer! Our inheritance tower is an antique from several 

thousands of years ago so it can’t take the torment of the heavenly tribulation! So you’d best work 

hard!” 

Saying that he seemed to have done something and the inheritance tower simply disappeared with a 

“whoosh”! 

Huang Yueli was stunned for a moment and finally came back to her senses. 

She was…. kicked out by Huang Zixiao??? 

What happened to the promises of taking care of the rare god grade genius, and the nurturing?? He 

changed his mind so swiftly!! Wasn’t this just a scheme? 

She was originally hoping that she could hide in the tower and easily smuggle past the ten stage 

heavenly tribulation! 

Alas, Huang Zixiao was determined to make her go through it on her own so he made the entire 

inheritance tower disappear without a trace. 

Helpless, she could only perk herself up and deal with it cautiously. 

Shortly after, the second stage heavenly tribulation came striking down, and almost immediately came 

the third! 

Fire attributed heavenly tribulation wasn’t quite the same as Li Moying’s heavenly thunder. Rampant 

fire attributed energy came raining down from the tribulation cloud as though it was a raging fire plain. 

It razed all the grassland next to Huang Yueli and in a second, the entire place was turned into a sea of 

fire! 

If it was any other ordinary ninth stage realm practitioner standing here, that person would be turned 

into a charred corpse in a few breaths! 

But to Huang Yueli, this flame was not enough to hurt her. 

She didn’t even use any Profound Weapon and casually flicked her sleeve to disperse these two stages 

of heavenly tribulation! Following that, the surrounding raging fire was also kept away by her, turning 

into her Profound Energy. 

After the third stage heavenly tribulation, the tribulation cloud turned lighter and started to accumulate 

energy once again. 

Huang Yueli quickly used this short time to sit cross-legged on the ground, working up her cultivation 

method and adjusting the flow of her Profound Energy. 

It didn’t take long before the energy in the tribulation cloud turned stronger again. Fiery red luster 

painted the entire sky red. Heaven and Earth seemed to have turned crimson. 



The feeling of scorching heat enveloped the entire grassland. 

Huang Yueli stood up again and took out a long sword from the Sky Phoenix Ring. Her expression was 

solemn as she looked up into the sky. Then she took a defensive stance and waited prudently. 

She witnessed how Li Moying passed through his heavenly tribulation and was well aware that after 

every three stages of heavenly tribulation, the might of it would increase by tenfold and above! 

Chapter 2820: Kicked Out (4) 

 

The earlier three stages of heavenly tribulation did not threaten her, but following that, she might not 

find it so relaxing as before. 

Huang Yueli perked up her senses and waited for the fourth stage heavenly tribulation to descend. 

A loud rumble was heard! 

A huge fire dragon descended from the sky and charged towards Huang Yueli’s head! 

The fire dragon was still a distance away from her and the dried grass on the ground was already lit up 

by the scorching heat and started to burn. 

Huang Yueli struck with the long sword, unleashing a burst of Profound Energy on the fire dragon! 

“Break—!” 

Under a soft cry, the surging fiery blaze was split apart by her to become two sections! 

Huang Yueli did an incantation gesture with her left hand while her right struck out with the long sword 

and easily divided those flames then gathered them in her hand. 

The terrifying four stage heavenly tribulation didn’t take much effort to iron out. 

She felt a little surprised herself. “Strange, the last time I saw Moying going through his heavenly 

tribulation, his four stage heavenly tribulation was already very strong and it caused him a lot of trouble. 

Why do I feel that mine isn’t as powerful?” 

She pondered for a moment, seemingly having a thought flash past her mind. 

However, before she could carefully think through it, the fifth stage heavenly tribulation came crashing 

down! 

Rampant fire attributed energy rose from the sky once again! 

The fifth stage heavenly tribulation might have increased from the previous stage. Fire attributed energy 

was enveloped with other attributed energies to form a dazzling fireball which came crashing down on 

her! 

Huang Yueli shivered and raised the long sword in her right arm, drawing a circle shape in mid-air. 



A bolt of fire formed a burst of fire ring following the tip of the sword. This fire ring expanded swiftly and 

it was expanded with the wind which swiftly enveloped Huang Yueli’s surroundings by several miles, 

forming an extremely powerful fire domain! 

Fifth stage heavenly tribulation crashed on the exterior of Huang Yueli’s fire domain and gave off a 

deafening explosive sound! 

.. 

At this present moment, Sky Cloud City’s various large sect practitioners had all come forward to the 

place where Huang Yueli was advancing. 

South Sky Region’s ninth stage realm top experts were normally very limited. This time, it seemed as 

though they had turned out in full force. 

Various large Sect’s Elders coincidentally met in the outskirts but all of them knew what the other 

parties were here for! 

After the space barrier disappeared, the first to ascend was Li Moying. No matter what, that was 

affiliated to the South Sky Region. 

Now, the second practitioner to ascend was going through the heavenly tribulation in the South Sky 

Region again. No matter what that person’s background was, it would be South Sky Region’s glamour if 

the news of this went around! 

The practitioners couldn’t be bothered to exchange pleasantries and hurriedly rushed towards the 

direction of the tribulation cloud. 

But the nearer they got, the higher the temperature was. Moreover, it was increasing at an extremely 

swift speed. 

Their distance to the tribulation cloud was around twenty to thirty miles away, but everyone felt as 

though they were standing at the entrance of a volcano that was about to erupt. The surrounding air 

started to boil and those with slightly weaker cultivations had already gone limp. They totally could not 

take another step forward. 

“This… this is too terrifying! I can’t even take it from this distance! How does it feel to stand right below 

the tribulation cloud? It’s simply unimaginable!” 

 


